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Voice Over: When it comes to digital transformation, where do you begin? Every company has unique needs, so every digital journey is different. If Accenture’s experience is any guide, here are some great ways to begin building your digital enterprise.

Voice Over: Think about your employees and the way they work today. That’s how Accenture empowered 100,000 employees to use their own devices for work. Wondering if there’s a better way to work with clients? That’s why Accenture IT built a global digital solution to transform client relationship management end to end. Is your infrastructure ready for the demands of digital business? Accenture now has a new global carrier-grade network with 99.99 percent uptime. And consider how you can showcase your digital capabilities to the world. Moving Accenture.com to a new digital platform boosted traffic 34 percent to more than six million visits every month.

Voice Over: If digital transformation can transform Accenture, a global enterprise with nearly 400,000 employees, imagine what it can do for you.
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